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There was an excellent sensation of freedom that came from setting things up this way, allowing me to approach each group of soldiers or base from multiple directions. I could sneak around the back and risk being spotted by the cameras, venture slowly through the minefield and be killed with one misstep, or try to find a way near the mountain and square off against the other snipers guarding the perimeter. Some wall-clinging and imaginative jumping got me to places I never thought I could reach. It was nice to play a game that made me feel a bit more creative and rewarded me with violence. The gameplay is slow in many ways, but the buildup and execution of
those few perfect shots is exquisite. I didnt get to see it too much during gameplay, but when the bullets did dismember an enemy, it was a bit thrilling and made the waiting worthwhile. RS-843 - Testing by AMD as of Feb 14, 2020, on the AMD Radeon RX 5700 XT graphics card with AMD Radeon Software 19.12.1 driver with AMD Smart Access Memory and FSR Performance mode enabled, using a test system configured with an AMD Ryzen 9 3900X CPU, 32 GB DDR4-3866 RAM, AMD Qogir AM4 motherboard, and Windows 10 Pro May 2020 Update, using the World of Warcraft: Shadowlands benchmark test at 3840 x 2160, Very High preset, DirectX 12. Performance may

vary and is dependent on the FSR quality mode selected. FSR requires developer integration and is available in select games only. RS-845 - Testing by AMD as of Feb 16, 2020, on the AMD Radeon RX 5700 XT graphics card with AMD Radeon Software 19.13.2 driver with AMD Smart Access Memory and FSR Performance mode enabled, using a test system configured with an AMD Ryzen 9 3900X CPU, 32 GB DDR4-3866 RAM, AMD Qogir AM4 motherboard, and Windows 10 Pro May 2020 Update, using the World of Warcraft: Shadowlands benchmark test at 3840 x 2160, Very High preset, DirectX 12. Performance may vary and is dependent on the FSR quality mode selected.
FSR requires developer integration and is available in select games only.
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